FMP-LL3 DIGITAL PROBE BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY

Our latest digital inventory and leak detection probes (FMP-LL3 Series) are fully compatible with most legacy Franklin Fueling Systems Automatic Tank Gauges (ATGs). These newer 2-wire probes require a unique method of wiring referred to as LL2 Emulation Mode Wiring when pairing them with legacy ATGs. For a full review of the proper FMP-LL3 Series probe ATG wiring methods, including the Universal Data Protocol Mode Wiring method used for newer ATGs, refer to the quick reference diagrams below.

LL2 Emulation Mode Wiring

This mode enables FMP-LL3 Series probes to communicate to legacy consoles in the original TSP-LL2 probe communication protocol.

Use this method for the following ATGs:

Universal Data Protocol Mode Wiring

This is a digital communication protocol utilized by Franklin Fueling Systems probes and sensors to communicate device specific status, measurement, and error data.

Use this method for the following ATGs:
EVO™ 200, EVO™ 400, EVO™ 550, EVO™ 5000

INSTALLATION

1. Insert 2 red unstripped wires into two separate openings of the first connector.
2. Insert 2 black unstripped wires into two separate openings of the second connector.
3. Insert the white wire from the probe cable into the remaining opening of the second connector.
4. Squeeze each connector together using 8” slip-joint pliers.
5. Connect the shield from the probe cable to Ground.
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